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HYPERGRAPH COLORING COMPLEXES

FELIX BREUER, AARON DALL, MARTINA KUBITZKE

ABSTRACT. The aim of this paper is to generalize the notion of the coloring complex of a graph to
hypergraphs. We present three different interpretations of those complexes – a purely combinatorial
one and two geometric ones. It is shown, that most of the properties, which are known to be true for
coloring complexes of graphs, break down in this more general setting, e.g., Cohen-Macaulayness
and partitionabilty. Nevertheless, we are able to provide bounds for the f - and h-vectors of those
complexes which yield new bounds on chromatic polynomials of hypergraphs. Moreover, though
it is proven that the coloring complex of a hypergraph has a wedge decomposition, we provide
an example showing that in general this decomposition is not homotopy equivalent to a wedge of
spheres. In addition, we can completely characterize those hypergraphs whose coloring complex is
connected.

1. INTRODUCTION

Graph colorings have been studied intensively since the mid-nineteenth century. One common
approach to solving problems regarding either the chromatic number or the chromatic polyno-
mial of a graph is to transfer the graph theoretic problem into the languages of topology and alge-
braic combinatorics. For example, given a graph G one can construct several simplicial complexes
that give information about the chromatic number of G ; these include the neighborhood complex
[19, 24], the Hom complex [2, 3, 19], and the coloring complex of G [22]. Moreover, the coloring
complex of G encodes the chromatic polynomialχG (k) of G (up to a shift) as the Hilbert polynomial
of its Stanley-Reisner ideal. In particular,

1

z

∑

k≥0
(kn

−χG (k))zk
=

h0 +h1z + . . .+hn−2zn−2

(1− z)n
,

where n is the number of vertices of G and h0, . . . ,hn−2 is the h-vector of the coloring complex
of G , see [22, Theorem 13]. A good deal of research has gone into the study of the topology of
these complexes (see [14, 16, 17]) which has led to bounds on the coefficients of the chromatic
polynomial of G . In [13] the coefficients of the chromatic polynomial were interpreted by means
of the Hodge decomposition of the unique nontrivial homology group of the coloring complex.

In this paper, we consider a generalization of coloring complexes to hypergraphs, originally in-
troduced in [18]. We first construct these hypergraph coloring complexes as abstract simplicial
complexes via their combinatorics. Then we realize them geometrically in two ways via (1) hyper-
plane arrangement decompositions of the sphere and (2) inside-out polytopes and Ehrhart theory
and show that these constructions all yield the same simplicial complex, ∆H . This complex has the
same relationship to the chromatic polynomial χH of a hypergraph H as in the case of graphs: If
n is the number of vertices of H and the maximal cardinality of an edge of H is m, then ∆H is a
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simplical complex of dimension n −m −1 with h-vector (h0, . . . ,hn−m) and we have

1

z

∑

k≥0

(kn
−χH (k))zk

=
h0 +h1z + . . .+hn−m zn−m

(1− z)n
.(1)

As it turns out, coloring complexes of hypergraphs are much more intricate than coloring com-
plexes of ordinary graphs. We show that most of the properties, which are known to be true for
coloring complexes of graphs, break down in this more general setting. In general, hypergraph
coloring complexes are neither pure nor connected, they are not Cohen-Macaulay, they are not
partitionable and they do not have a non-negative h-vector. We also obtain some positive results,
for example, we give bounds on the f -vectors of coloring complexes, which yield bounds on the
chromatic polynomial of a hypergraph, and we characterize when hypergraph coloring complexes
are connected. Finally, we provide an example of a hypergraph coloring complex that – though
being connected – is not homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the necessary background on sim-
plicial complexes, hypergraphs, and Ehrhart theory. In Section 3 we begin with a purely combi-
natorial definition of the hypergraph coloring complex, ∆H , of a hypergraph H . After giving some
illuminating examples and fixing notation, we give an interpretation of ∆H in terms of subspace
arrangements (Theorem 6) that is a generalization of the hyperplane arrangement interpretation
of the coloring complex of a graph given in [14]. Using this interpretation, we prove in Theorem 7
that hypergraph coloring complexes are not, in general, Cohen-Macaulay.

In Section 4, we give a third interpretation of the coloring complex in terms of inside-out poly-
topes and Ehrhart theory. After a brief review of f - and h-vectors of polytopal complexes and
polynomials, we compute the f - and h-vectors of certain subcomplexes of the coloring complex
and apply these results to give upper and lower bounds on the f -vector of the chromatic polyno-
mial in theorems in Theorems 11 and 12 and Corollary 13. We conclude this section by observing
that the h-vector of the coloring complex may have negative entries.

Finally, in Section 5, we analyze the homotopy type of the coloring complex of a hypergraph. As
a consequence of the Wedge Lemma [15, Wedge Lemma 6.1], we obtain a wedge decomposition
of ∆H in Proposition 19. Unfortunately, the complexes appearing in this decomposition are not
single spheres, but they are joins of spheres with certain order complexes which heavily depend
on the structure of the underlying hypergraph. Even though those order complexes can be asso-
ciated to smaller hypergraphs again, it is not clear, in general, what they look like. We then give a
characterization of connectedness of ∆H in terms of the underlying hypergraph (see Proposition
21). We conclude the article by constructing a hypergraph coloring complex that does not have the
homotopy type of a wedge of spheres.

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we provide the basic definitions and facts which will be needed for the under-
standing of this paper. More specific notions and results which are only important in special places
are stated within the corresponding section.

2.1. Simplicial Complexes. For a positive integer n ∈ N we use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . ,n}. An
(abstract) simplicial complex ∆ on vertex set [n] is a collection of subsets of [n] such that ;∈∆ and
if F ∈∆ and G ( F , then also G ∈∆. The elements of ∆ are called faces of ∆. Faces which are single-
tons and inclusion wise maximal faces are referred to as vertices and facets of ∆, respectively. The
dimension of a face F ∈∆ equals its cardinality minus 1 and the dimension dim ∆ of ∆ is the maxi-
mum dimension of its faces. If all facets of ∆ are of the same dimension, then we call the simplicial
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complex pure. The information about the numbers of faces of a certain dimension of a (d − 1)-
dimensional simplicial complex ∆ is collected in its f -vector f (∆) = ( f−1(∆), f0(∆), . . . , fd−1(∆)),
where

fi (∆) = #{F ∈∆ : dim F = i }

for −1 ≤ i ≤ d −1. For several purposes, it is more convenient to consider the so-called h-vector of
∆ which is the vector h(∆)= (h0(∆), . . . ,hd (∆)) determined by the relation

(2)
d∑

i=0
hi (∆)t d−i

=

d∑

i=0
fi−1(∆)(t −1)d−i .

For a face F ∈ ∆, we write lk∆(F ) = {G ∈ ∆ : F ∩G = ;, F ∪G ∈ ∆} for the link of F in ∆ and we
denote by ∂F the simplicial complex of all G ( F that lie in the boundary of the simplex F . We
use ∆

n to denote the standard (n − 1)-simplex, i.e., ∆n = 2[n]. Given two simplicial complexes ∆

and Γ the join of ∆ and Γ is the simplicial complex given as ∆∗Γ = {F ∪G : F ∈ ∆, G ∈ Γ}. The
barycentric subdivision sd(∆) of ∆ is the simplicial complex on vertex set ∆ \ {;} whose simplices
are flags A0 ( A1 ( · · ·( Ai of elements A j ∈∆\ {;}, for 0 ≤ j ≤ i .

In several parts of this paper we are interested in certain (topological) properties of simplicial
complexes such as shellability, partitionability and Cohen-Macaulayness. We now recall those no-
tions. A pure simplicial complex ∆ is called shellable if there exists a linear order F1, . . . ,Fm of the
facets of ∆ such that 〈Fi 〉∩〈F1, . . . ,Fi−1〉 is generated by a non-empty set of maximal proper faces
of 〈Fi 〉 for all 2 ≤ i ≤ m. Here, 〈Fi 〉 and 〈F1, . . . ,Fi−1〉, denote the simplicial complexes whose faces
are all faces of Fi and all faces of any of the F1, . . . ,Fi−1, respectively. The linear order F1, . . . ,Fm

is called a shelling of ∆. It is a well-known fact that a shellable simplicial complex ∆ is in par-
ticular partitionable. Recall, that ∆ is called partitionable if ∆ can be written as a disjoint union
∆ = [G1,F1] ·∪· · · ·∪[Gm ,Fm], where F1, . . . ,Fm are the facets of ∆ and [F,G] = {H : F ⊆ H ⊆ G} is the
closed interval from F to G . Besides being partitionable, shellable simplicial complexes are also
known to be Cohen-Macaulay over any field. For our purposes, it will be convenient to use the
following characterization of the Cohen-Macaulay property due to Reisner.

Theorem 1. [12, Corollary 5.3.9] Let ∆ be a simplicial complex on vertex set [n] and let k be an

arbitrary field. Then ∆ is Cohen-Macaulay over k if and only if

H̃i (lk∆(F );k)= 0

for all F ∈∆ and all i < dim (lk∆(F )).

Note that, it follows from this criterion that Cohen-Macaulayness is a topological property. Since
∆ and sd(∆) have homeomorphic geometric realizations this in particular means that either both
complexes are Cohen-Macaulay or none of them is. Though the class of shellable simplicial com-
plexes is contained in both, the class of partitionable and the class of Cohen-Macaulay complexes,
there is no exact relationship known between these two classes. On the one hand, there exists a
wide variety of partitionable complexes which are not Cohen-Macaulay. On the other hand, it is
conjectured that every Cohen-Macaulay complex is partitionable, see e.g., [20]. For more informa-
tion on simplicial complexes we refer the reader to [12, 20].

We proceed by recalling some notions from combinatorial topology, see e.g., [11, 17] for a more
thorough treatment of this topic. Given a regular cell complex ∆, we call a finite collection ∆1, . . . ,∆l

of closed subcomplexes of ∆ a covering U of ∆ if ∆=∆1 ∪·· ·∪∆l . The intersection poset PU of the
covering U is the poset whose elements are the intersections ∆J =

⋂
i∈J ∆ j , where J ⊆ [l ], which

are ordered by reverse inclusion. For p ∈ PU we write Up for the subcomplex of ∆ corresponding
to the intersection p . For a poset P and p ∈ P we let P<p = {q ∈ P : q < p} denote the open lower
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order ideal of p in P . Similarly, P≤p denotes the closed lower order ideal of p in P . It is common to
associate to a poset P its so-called order complex ∆(P), which is the simplicial complex on vertex
set P whose faces are chains in P . Note that the barycentric subdivision of a simplicial complex ∆

is the order complex of the face poset of ∆ after the removal of the minimum element ;.

2.2. Hypergraphs. The central object of study of this work are hypergraphs. A simple hypergraph

H = (V ,E ) consists of a finite set V of vertices of H and a collection E of non-empty subsets of V ,
called edges. If all edges of H have size two, then H is an ordinary graph. We will always assume
that H has neither isolated vertices nor loops, i.e., edges of cardinality 1. Moreover, we exclude
hypergraphs having a pair of edges F,F ′ such that F ( F ′. Mostly, we will consider hypergraphs on
vertex set [n]. If E ′ ⊆ E is a subset of the edge set of H = (V ,E ), we define HE ′ to be the induced
subhypergraph of G which has vertex set VHE′

=
⋃

F∈E ′ F and edge set EHE′
= E ′. A hypergraph H is

called s-uniform if all edges have the same cardinality s. An s-regular hypergraph H = (V ,E ) is a
hypergraph such that each vertex i ∈V is contained in exactly s edges of H .

We are interested in colorings of hypergraphs and their chromatic polynomials. For k ∈ N, a
k-coloring of a hypergraph H = (V ,E ) is just a function c : V → [k]. Such a k-coloring c : V → [k]
is called proper if for every edge F there exist vertices v, w ∈ F such that c(v) 6= c(w ). All colorings
studied in this paper are proper, whence we will often omit this attribute. Note that if a hypergraph
H has a loop, then H has no proper k-colorings for any k ; therefore we restrict our attention to hy-
pergraphs without loops. It is important to emphasize that we require only two vertices of different
colors to lie in each edge, we do not demand all vertices in an edge to have pairwise distinct colors.
1

Let H = (V ,E ) be a hypergraph. Consider the function χH that assigns to every k ∈N the number
χH (k) of proper k-colorings of H . Just as in the case of ordinary graphs, χH (k) is a polynomial
in k , called the (hypergraph) chromatic polynomial of H (see e.g., [7, 23]). The fact that χH is a
polynomial also follows directly from the geometric considerations in Section 4.

2.3. Ehrhart theory and geometry. In this article we consider simplicial complexes not only as
abstract combinatorial objects but also as geometric objects. Recall that a polyhedron in R

n is the
intersection of finitely many closed halfspaces in R

n and that a polytope is a bounded polyhedron
(see [25] for other terminology regarding polyhedra). A polyhedral complex is a set C of finitely
many polyhedra in some R

n such that if P,Q ∈C , then P ∩Q ∈C and P ∩Q is a face of both P and
Q . A polytopal complex is a polyhedral complex in which all faces are polytopes and a (geometric)

simplicial complex is a polytopal complex in which all faces are simplices. Every geometric simpli-
cial complex induces an abstract simplicial complex on its vertex set. The support of a polyhedral
complex C is

⋃
P∈C P , i.e., the underlying subset of Rn . A subdivision C

′ of a polyhedral complex
C is a polyhedral complex with

⋃
P ′∈C ′ P ′ =

⋃
P∈C P such that every P ′ ∈ C

′ is contained in some
P ∈C . If C

′ is simplicial, then C
′ is also called a triangulation. The intersection of two polyhedral

complexes C ,C ′ is the polyhedral complex C ∩C
′ = {P ∩P ′ : P ∈C ,P ′ ∈C

′}.
A subspace arrangement A is a finite collection of affine subspaces in some R

n . A hyperplane

arrangement H is a subspace arrangement in which every subspace is an affine hyperplane. A
frequently and well-studied hyperplane arrangement is the so-called braid arrangement in R

n ,
which is the collection of hyperplanes {Hi j : i , j ∈ [n], i 6= j }, where Hi j = {x ∈R

n : xi = x j }. Every
hyperplane arrangement H induces a polyhedral complex CH which is a subdivision of Rn . Given

1The latter notion can be captured with proper colorings of ordinary graphs by replacing each edge with a clique on
the same vertex set. As we wish to study a concept that is strictly more general, we only require edges not to be colored
monochromatically.
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a polyhedral complex C and a hyperplane arrangement H , the subdivision of C induced by H is
the intersection of C and CH .

For every X ⊂ R
n , the Ehrhart function LX : N→ N assigns to every k ∈ N the number LX (k) =

#(k ·X ∩Z
n) of integer points in the k-th dilate of X . A lattice polytope is a polytope whose vertices

have only integer coordinates. It is a fundamental result of Ehrhart that if X is a lattice polytope,
then LX (k) is a polynomial in k , or, more precisely, there is a polynomial p(k) such that LX (k) =
p(k) for every k ∈N, see [4, Theorem 3.8].

Two polytopes P,Q are lattice equivalent if there exists a an isomorphism f ∈GL(n,Z) with P =

f (Q). Lattice equivalent polytopes have the same Ehrhart function. A d-simplex is unimodular if it
is lattice equivalent to a standard simplex. Here, a standard simplex in R

n refers to a simplex whose
vertex set is a subset of the n standard unit vectors in R

n and the origin. Every abstract simplicial
complex can be realized as a geometric simplicial complex in which every simplex is unimodular.
Such a geomoetric realization will be referred to as unimodular. When we speak of the Ehrhart
function of an abstract simplicial complex ∆, we mean the Ehrhart function of any unimodular
geometric realization of ∆; the Ehrhart function of a unimodular realization is independent of the
particular choice of unimodular realization.

3. THE COMBINATORIAL HYPERGRAPH COLORING COMPLEX

In this section, we introduce the so-called (combinatorial) coloring complex associated to a hy-
pergraph and investigate some of its properties. The given construction is a natural generalization
of the coloring complex of a graph, see e.g., [16, 17, 22]. In particular, for an ordinary graph we
rediscover its usual coloring complex. Though the latter one has been shown to exhibit fairly nice
properties, e.g., shellability, this is no longer true in general when passing to arbitrary hypergraphs.

Let P([n]) denote the set of ordered set partitions of [n] having no empty block. We define an
ordering relation ¹ on P([n]) in the following way. A partition B = B1| · · · |Br covers exactly those
partitions which can be obtained by taking the union of two adjacent blocks of B , i.e., all partitions
B1| · · · |Bi−1|Bi ∪Bi+1|Bi+2| · · · |Br for 1 ≤ i ≤ r −1. It is straightforward to verify that – endowed with
this ordering relation – each interval in P([n]) is isomorphic to a Boolean lattice. Moreover, P([n])
has a minimum element which is the partition consisting of the single block [n].

We now state the definition of the combinatorial hypergraph coloring complex. Equivalent def-
initions in geometric terms are given in Sections 3.1 and 4.1.

Definition 2. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph. The (combinatorial) hypergraph coloring com-
plex ∆H associated to H is the simplicial complex whose (r −2)-dimensional faces are set partitions

B1|B2| · · · |Br of P([n]) such that there exists at least one block Bi (for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r ) containing an

edge of H. The containment relation between two faces is defined via the ordering ¹ on P([n]).

It directly follows from the definition that facets of ∆H are those set partitions which are com-
prised of one block equal to a certain edge and singleton blocks otherwise. We make the following
two fundamental observations for the coloring complex of a hypergraph H = ([n],E ).

Remark 3. (i) Let m = min{#F : F ∈ E } be the minimal cardinality of an edge of H. Then, the

dimension of ∆H equals n −m −1.

(ii) Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph having no pair of edges such that one is properly contained

in the other. Then, ∆H is a pure complex of dimension n −1− s if and only if H is s-uniform.

We will now consider a few simple examples of hypergraph coloring complexes. Those will also
be used to fix some further notation.
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Example 4. (i) If H = ([n],E ) is an ordinary graph, then it directly follows from the definition

that the hypergraph coloring complex ∆H coincides with the usual coloring complex, which

was introduced by Steingrímsson in [22].
(ii) Consider a hypergraph H = ([n],E ) which consists of just one edge and isolated vertices oth-

erwise. For instance, let E = {[s]}. Then, the partition

A = [s]|{s +1}| · · · |{n −1}|{n}

defines a facet of ∆H and any facet of ∆H can be obtained from A by permuting the order

of its blocks. Moreover, each such reordering of the blocks of A yields a facet of ∆H . Thus,

∆H has exactly (n − s +1)! facets. The same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 14 in [22]
show that – as a simplicial complex – ∆H is isomorphic to the barycentric subdivision of the

boundary of an (n − s)-simplex and as such is homeomorphic to an (n − s −1)-sphere.

For a hypergraph H = (V ,E ) and any edge F ∈ E , we set

(3) QF := {B1| · · · |Br ∈∆H : there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ r such that F ⊆ Bi },

i.e., QF is the set of those faces of the coloring complex ∆H which have a block containing F . By
definition, QF is an (n−|F |−1)-dimensional subcomplex of ∆H , and in Example 4 (ii) we have seen
that QF is homeomorphic to a sphere. Following the notions in [22], we will refer to such a sphere
as an edge sphere.

3.1. An arrangement interpretation. It was shown in [14, Theorem 1] that the coloring complex
of an ordinary graph can be interpreted in terms of certain hyperplane arrangements. The aim
of this section is to carry this description over to the coloring complex of a hypergraph. The main
difference – though not an astonishing one – is that arrangements consisting of affine linear spaces
of arbitrary dimension, and not just hyperplane arrangements, come into play. We will strongly
make use of a result from [15]. Before stating this result we need to fix some notation and establish
some basics.

Given a square-free monomial m = xi1 · · ·xis
∈R[x1, . . . , xn], we can assign a linear subspace Um

of Rn to it by setting Um = {(u1, . . . ,un) ∈R
n : ui1 = ·· · = uis

}. In the following, we will give two con-
structions which associate to a monomial ideal a certain subspace arrangement and a simplicial
complex, respectively. Let J ( R[x1, . . . , xn] be a monomial ideal and consider those minimal gen-
erators of J which are square-free, say m1, . . . ,mt . The canonical arrangement AJ corresponding to
J is the subspace arrangement inside the hyperplane H = {u = (u1, . . . ,un) ∈ R

n : u1 +·· ·+un = 0}
consisting of its intersection with the union of all linear subspaces Umi

, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t .
Moreover, as described in [15], one can associate to the monomial ideal J ( R[x1, . . . , xn] a sim-

plicial complex ∆J on vertex set 2[n] − {;} in the following way. The (l −1)-faces of ∆J are chains

(4) ; 6= A1 ( A2 ( · · ·( Al 6= [n],

such that x Ai \Ai−1 =
∏

r∈(Ai \Ai−1) xr ∈ J for some 1 ≤ i ≤ l +1. Here, we set A0 =; and Al+1 = [n]. By
definition, the complex ∆J is a subcomplex of the barycentric subdivision of the boundary of an
(n −1)-simplex. In the following, we denote this subdivision by sd(∂∆n−1). The next theorem is a
special case of Theorem 3.1 in [15].

Theorem 5. [15, Theorem 3.1] Let J (R[x1, . . . , xn] be a monomial ideal. Then the pair
(
sd(∂∆n−1),∆J

)

is homeomorphic to the pair
(
Sn−2,Sn−2 ∩AJ

)
, where Sn−2 is the unit sphere in the hyperplane

H = {u = (u1, . . . ,un)∈R
n : u1 +·· ·+un = 0} and AJ is the canonical arrangement corresponding to

J .
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We will now explain how this result serves our purposes.
Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph and – as usual – assume that none of its edges is properly con-

tained in any other edge. The edge ideal of H is the monomial ideal IH ( R[x1, . . . , xn] generated
by the monomials xF =

∏
i∈F xi , where F ∈ E is an edge. Since a chain as in (4) can be converted

into an ordered set partition A1|(A2 \ A1)| · · · |(Al \ Al−1)|[n] \ Al of [n] and vice versa, it follows di-
rectly from the definition that ∆IH

is simplicially isomorphic to the hypergraph coloring complex
∆H . Accessorily, the coloring complex ∆Kn

of the complete graph Kn on n vertices is known to be
simplicially isomorphic to sd(∂∆n−2), and the canonical arrangement corresponding to IKn

is the
usual braid arrangement in R

n .
Combining this argumentation with Theorem 5 and using the same arguments as in [14, Theo-

rem 1] we obtain the desired interpretation of hypergraph coloring complexes in terms of arrange-
ments.

Theorem 6. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph. As a simplicial complex, the hypergraph coloring com-

plex ∆H of H is isomorphic to the restriction of An ∩Sn−2 to AH =AIH
, where Sn−2 is the unit sphere

in the hyperplane {u = (u1, . . . ,un) ∈ R
n : u1 + ·· ·+un = 0} and AIH

is the canonical arrangement

corresponding to IH . Moreover, the pair (∆Kn
,∆H ) is homeomorphic to the pair (Sn−2,Sn−2 ∩AH ).

3.2. The Cohen-Macaulay property. It was shown by Jonsson [17, Theorem 1.4] that coloring
complexes of graphs are constructible and in particular (homotopy) Cohen-Macaulay. Hultman
[16, Theorem 4.2] strengthened this result by providing a proof that those complexes are shellable.
More precisely, he constructed a shelling for so-called link complexes ∆A ,H , where H is a simpli-
cial hyperplane arrangement and A a subspace arrangement consisting of hyperplanes. If H is
the braid arrangement and A the subarrangement given by the edges of a graph G (see Section
3.1), the link complex ∆A ,H coincides with the coloring complex of G . If G is a connected graph,
then shellability of ∆G also follows from [14, Remark 6].

One could hope that maybe under some additional assumptions the same result holds in the
more general situation of hypergraphs. However, as we will show, hypergraph coloring complexes
tend to behave rather badly. More precisely, they are not even Cohen-Macaulay in general.

Proposition 7. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph having at least one edge of cardinality greater than

2. Assume that H has two disjoint edges. Then ∆H is not Cohen-Macaulay over any field.

Proof. If H is not a uniform hypergraph, then it follows from Remark 3 that ∆H is not pure and
hence, not Cohen-Macaulay.

So, assume that H is uniform and let s ≥ 3 be the cardinality of any edge of H . By assumption,
there exist edges F1, F2 ∈ E such that F1∩F2 =;. Without loss of generality, we may further assume
that F1 = {1, . . . , s} and F2 = {s +1, . . . ,2s}.

Consider the face B = [s]|{s +1, . . . ,2s}|{2s +1}| · · · |{n} of ∆H . In the following, we will compute
the link of B in ∆H and show that it is disconnected. For this aim, we first determine the facets
A1| · · · |An−s+1 of ∆H which contain B as a face. We distinguish the following two types of those
facets:

Type I: A1 = [s], Ai = {σ(s + i −1)} for 2 ≤ i ≤ s +1 and a permutation σ of {s +1, . . . ,2s} and Ai =

{i + s −1} for s +2≤ i ≤ n − s +1
Type II: Ai = {σ(i )} for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and a permutation σ of [s], A2 = {s +1, . . . ,2s} and Ai = {i + s −1} for

s +2≤ i ≤ n − s +1.

As defined in (3), let QF1 and QF2 denote the set of faces of ∆H having a block containing F1 and
F2, respectively. Then all facets of type I and type II are contained in QF1 and QF2 , respectively. In
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particular, each face of lk∆H
(B ) lies in QF1 or QF2 , i.e.,

lk∆H
(B ) = lkQF1

(B )∪ lkQF2
(B ).

Moreover, if S and T are facets of QF1 and QF2 , respectively, and if B is a face of both, S and T ,
then S ∩T = B . From this we infer that lkQF1

(B )∩ lkQF2
(B ) = ;. Since neither of those links is

empty, we conclude that the link of B in ∆H is disconnected. It follows from our assumptions that
dim (lk∆H

(B )) = s − 2 ≥ 1 and using Reisner’s criterion (Theorem 1) we conclude that ∆H is not
Cohen-Macaulay. �

We now consider an example which illustrates the idea of the above proof.

Example 8. Let H = ([6],E ) where E = {{1,2,3}, {2,3,4}, {2,4, 5}, {4,5,6}}. In particular, the edges

{1,2,3} and {4,5,6} are disjoint. Consider the vertex B = {1,2,3}|{4,5,6} of ∆H . All facets of ∆H con-

taining B either have {1,2,3} as their first block followed by the singletons {4}, {5} and {6} in some

order or they have {4,5,6} as their last block preceded by the singletons {1}, {2} and {3} in some order.

Note that in the proof of Proposition 7 the former and the last ones are called type I and type II facets,

respectively. The link of B in ∆H is given as

lk∆H
({1,2,3}|{4,5,6}) = lkQ{1,2,3} ({1,2,3}|{4,5,6})∪ lkQ{4,5,6} ({1,2,3}|{4,5,6}),

and it is easy to verify that it consists of two disjoint 6-cycles. Thus, by Theorem 1, ∆H is not Cohen-

Macaulay.

4. EHRHART THEORY, THE CHROMATIC POLYNOMIAL AND ENUMERATIVE CONSEQUENCES

In this section we will examine coloring complexes from the point of view of Ehrhart theory and
employ this approach to draw some enumerative conclusions regarding the f - and h-vectors of
the coloring complex as well as the coefficients of the chromatic polynomial of a hypergraph.

4.1. The coloring complex from the point of view of Ehrhart theory. The coloring complex of an
ordinary graph can be studied from the perspective of inside-out polytopes [8, 9, 10, 11]. In this
section we extend this approach to hypergraph coloring complexes.

The braid arrangement triangulates the unit cube [0,1]n ⊂ R
n into a simplicial complex C n . Let

V ([0,1]n ) denote the vertex set of [0,1]n . Note that any vertex A of [0,1]n can be interpreted as a
subset of [n], whence inclusion induces a partial order ⊂ on V ([0,1]n). The set V ([0,1]n) ordered
by ⊂ forms precisely the Boolean lattice on n atoms, with minimal element the all-zero vector 0

and maximal element the all-one vector 1. When C n is viewed as an abstract simplical complex
on ground set V ([0,1]n), the faces of C n are in bijection with the chains in (V ([0,1]n),⊂): More
precisely, {A1, . . . , Al } ⊂V ([0,1]n ) is an (l −1)-face of C n if and only if A1 ( · · ·( Al forms a chain in
(V ([0,1]n),⊂).

As in the arrangement interpretation of the coloring complex, every edge F of a hypergraph
H = ([n],E ) corresponds to a linear subspace HF = {x ∈R

n : xv = xw ∀v, w ∈ F }. For all F ⊆ [n] we
let

PF := HF ∩ [0,1]n and �H :=
⋃

F∈E

PF .

By abuse of notation we will denote by PF and �H both the subsets of [0,1]n defined above as
well as the subcomplexes of C n they induce. (For example, the subcomplex of C n induced by �H

consists of all faces of C n that are contained, as a subset of Rn , in �H .)
The theory of inside-out polytopes [5, 6] gives rise to the immediate observation that the Ehrhart

function of [0,1]n \�H equals the chromatic polynomial χH of H shifted by one: As a consequence
of a theorem of Ehrhart, c.f. [4, Theorem 3.8], LX (k) is a polynomial in k if X is a unimodular
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simplicial complex. In the case of hypergraph colorings, we observe that the integer points x ∈

(Zn ∩ (k · [0,1]n \�H )) can be interpreted as colorings of the vertices of H with k + 1 colors such
that for every edge F there exist vertices v, w ∈ F with xv 6= xw , i.e., the colorings are proper. We
conclude that

L[0,1]n\�H
(k)=χH (k +1).

Now we relate this construction to the coloring complex. Note that every PF contains both 0 and
1. For a hypergraph H = ([n],E ) and a set F ⊂ [n] we define the complexes QF and ∆H as follows.

QF :=PF \ {0,1} and ∆H :=
⋃

F∈E

QF

Here PF \{0,1} denotes the complex consisting of all faces of PF that do not contain the vertex 0 and
that do not contain the vertex 1. As it turns out, the complexes QF are precisely the edge spheres
defined in Section 3: A chain

; 6= A1 ( · · ·( Al 6= [n]

of length l − 1 is an (l − 1)-face of QF if and only if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ l the set F is either disjoint
from Ai or contained in Ai . This condition is equivalent to the property that there exists 1 ≤ i ≤

l + 1 such that F ⊆ Ai \ Ai−1, where A0 = ; and Al+1 = [n] as above. Consequently, the abstract
simplicial complexes QF are isomorphic to the edge spheres and the abstract simplicial complex
∆H is isomorphic to the hypergraph coloring complex as defined previously. (The notation QF and
∆H is thus unambiguous.)

4.2. f - and h-vectors of polynomials and complexes. The f - and h-vectors of a polynomial p(k)
are coefficient vectors with respect to certain bases of the vector space of polynomials. Consider a
positive integer n and a polynomial p(k) of degree at most n. The f -vector f (p) = ( f−1, f0, . . . , fn)
of p(k) is defined by

p(k)=
n∑

i=0
fi

(
k −1

i

)

and f−1 = 1. Here we use the fact that the polynomials
(k−1

i

)
, 0 ≤ i ≤ n form a basis of the vector

space of polynomials of degree at most n. Similarly, we define the h-vector h(p) = (h0, . . . ,hn+1) of
p(k) by

p(k)=

(
k +n

n

)
+

n+1∑

i=1
hi

(
k +n − i

n

)
.

and h0 = 1. Here we use the fact that the polynomials
(k+n−i

n

)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n +1 form a basis of the

vector space of polynomials of degree at most n. The f - and h-vectors are related by

hi =

i−1∑

k=−1
(−1)i−k−1

(
n −k

i −k −1

)
fk .(5)

for 0 ≤ i ≤ n +1.
Note, that as long as n ≥ deg(p(k)), the value of fi is independent of the choice of n. If n is

chosen to be larger, zeros are appended to the end of the f -vector of p . This is not true for the
h-vector. If the length of the h-vector is chosen differently, all entries of the h-vector will change,
in general. If we wish to emphasize the parameter n with respect to which the h-vector is defined,
we denote the entries of the h-vector by hn

i
for 0≤ i ≤ n +1.

f - and h-vectors are classical parameters of simplicial complexes [20, 25]. As stated in Section
2.1 the h-vector of a simplicial complex ∆ can be obtained as a transformation of the f -vector. It is
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a direct consequence of Equation (2) in Section 2.1 that h∆ can be computed via the formula given
in (5).

The link between these two notions of f - and h-vectors is given by Ehrhart theory. If ∆ is an
n-dimensional geometric simplicial complex in which all simplices are unimodular and if L∆ is its
Ehrhart polynomial, then f (L∆) and hn(L∆) are the f - and h-vectors, respectively, of the abstract
simplicial complex ∆. See [9] for details.

From this point of view it is also straightforward to prove the relationship (1) between the chro-
matic polynomial of a hypergraph and the h-vector of the coloring complex as given in the intro-
duction: If n is the number of vertices of H and the maximal cardinality of an edge of H is m, then
∆H is a simplical complex of dimension n−m−1 with h-vector (h0, . . . ,hn−m). �H is of dimension
n −m + 1 but has the same h-vector, as �H is the double cone over ∆H . We have already seen
L[0,1]n\�H

(k)= χH (k +1), which is equivalent to (k +1)n −χH (k +1) = L�H
(k). Passing to series, we

compute

1

z

∑

k≥1

(
(k)n

−χH (k)
)

zk
=

∑

k≥0

(
(k +1)n

−χH (k +1)
)

zk

=
∑

k≥0

L�H
(k)zk

=
h0z0 + . . .+hn−m zn−m

(1− z)n−m+2

where we use that
∑

k≥0 L�H
(k)zk is the Ehrhart series of the complex �H , whence the coefficients

of the numerator of h0z0+...+hn−m zn−m

(1−z)n−m+2 form the h-vector of �H , see [4, Chapter 3]. Finally, we note
that for any hypergraph H we can start the series on the left-hand side at k = 0 because χH (0) = 0.
This is easiest to see via a slightly different construction: χH (k) = L(0,1)n\�H

(k + 1) and χH (0) =
L(0,1)n\�H

(1) = 0 as (0,1)n does not contain any lattice points.

4.3. The combinatorics of the complexes PF . For the enumerative computations that follow, it is
crucial to observe that the complexes PF are unit cubes triangulated by the braid arrangement. We
also compute their f - and h-vectors. To simplify notation, we will use f (PF ) and hn(PF ) to denote
the vectors f (LPF

) and hn(LPF
), respectively, and similarly for other complexes.

Proposition 9. If F ⊆ [n] and #F = k, then PF is a unimodular simplicial complex isomorphic to the

braid triangulation C n−k+1 of an (n −k +1)-cube. Moreover, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n −k +1

fi (PF ) =

i∑

j=0
(−1) j

(
i

j

)
(i − j +2)n−k+1.(6)

Finally, if n′ ≥n −k +1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n′+1 then

hn′

i (PF ) = (−1)i

(
n′+1

i

)
+

i−1∑

a=0

a∑

b=0

(−1)i−a+b−1

(
n′−a

i −a −1

)(
a

b

)
(a −b +2)n−k+1(7)

Proof. The idea for the construction of the isomorphism is simply to contract the edge F . Without
loss of generality, we can assume that F = {n −k +1, . . . ,n}. Let V (PF ) and V (C n−k+1) denote the
vertex sets of PF and C n−k+1, respectively. We define a map φ from V (PF ) to V (C n−k+1) as follows.
For any vertex A ⊆ [n] of PF we let φ(A) := A \(F \{n−k +1}) ⊆ [n−k +1]. Note that n−k +1∈φ(A)
if and only if F ⊂ A and n −k +1 6∈φ(A) if and only if F ∩ A =;. It is straightforward to verify that φ
gives an isomorphism between PF and C n−k+1.
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To see (6), observe, on the one hand, that the number T (d ,k) of chains of length k in a Boolean
lattice on d atoms is

T (d ,k)=
k∑

j=0
(−1) j

(
k

j

)
(k − j +2)d ,

by [1, A038719]. On the other hand, it follows from Section 4.1 that fi (PF ) = T (n −k +1, i ), which
yields the desired identity.

To compute the h-vector of PF , we apply the transformation (5) to (6). Let d be the dimension
of the cube C d and let n′ ≥ d be the parameter of the h-vector. Then, using that f−1 = 1, we obtain

hn′

i (C d ) = (−1)i

(
n′+1

i

)
+

i−1∑

a=0
(−1)i−a−1

(
n′−a

i −a −1

)
fa(C d )

= (−1)i

(
n′+1

i

)
+

i−1∑

a=0

a∑

b=0

(−1)i−a+b−1

(
n′−a

i −a −1

)(
a

b

)
(a −b +2)d .

Applying the fact that PF is isomorphic to C n−k+1 completes the proof. �

Using an analogous proof, one can also show the following statement.

Remark 10. Let S ⊆ E be a subset of the edge set of the hypergraph H = ([n],E ). Let b be the number

of connected components of the restricted hypergraph ([n],S). Then
⋂

F∈S PF is isomorphic to C b .

Moreover, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ b

fi (
⋂

F∈S

PF ) =

i∑

j=0
(−1) j

(
i

j

)
(i − j +2)b .(8)

The idea of the proof is, again, to contract all the components of ([n],S).

4.4. The f -vector of the chromatic polynomial. In [14] Hersh and Swartz give bounds on the co-
efficients of the chromatic polynomial of a graph by giving bounds on the h-vector of a suitable
transformation of the chromatic polynomial. The crucial ingredient of the proof is that coloring
complexes of graphs have convex ear decompositions. This is not true for hypergraphs, as we see
for example from the fact that coloring complexes of hypergraphs can have negative entries in
their h-vector, see Example 14. Nonetheless, it is possible to obtain bounds on the coefficients of
the chromatic polynomial of a hypergraph. These are most conveniently expressed in terms of the
f -vector of the chromatic polynomial.

The fact that fi (χH (k+1)) counts the number of i -dimensional faces in C n that are not contained
in �H yields a number of useful results. In particular, it allows the elementary observation that
χH (k)≤ χH ′ (k) for a hypergraph H and a subgraph H ′ to be strengthened in two ways.

Theorem 11. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph and H ′ a subgraph. Let H∗ = ([n∗],E∗) be any hyper-

graph with the property that for every edge F ∈ E there exists an edge F∗ ∈ E∗ such that F∗ ⊆ F . Then

for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n

0 ≤ fi (χH∗ (k)) ≤ fi (χH (k))≤ fi (χH ′ (k)).

Note that, for any polynomials p(k) and q(k) of degree at most n we always have that if fi (p(k))≤
fi (q(k)) for all i , then p(k) ≤ q(k) for all k > 0 as the binomial coefficients

(k−1
i

)
take non-negative

values for positive k .
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Proof. Let�′ denote the subcomplex of ∂C n induced by the set [0,1]n \[0,1)n . Observe that χH (k)=
L[0,1]n\(�H∪�′)(k), where �

′ does not depend on H . Therefore, we can prove an inequality of the
form fi (χH1 (k))≤ fi (χH2 (k)) by proving that �H1 ⊇�H2 .

The fact that fi (χH (k)) equals the number of i -dimensional faces in C n that are not contained
in �H ∪�

′ shows the first inequality.
If σ is a face of �H , then σ is contained in a linear subspace HF for some edge F of H . Then,

there exists an edge F∗ of H∗ such that F∗ ⊆ F and HF ⊆ HF∗ . Thus σ is also a face of �H∗ . This
shows the second inequality.

If σ is a face of �H ′ , then σ is contained in a linear subspace HF for some edge F of H ′. As F is
also an edge of H , it follows that σ is a face of �H . This shows the last inequality. �

Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph and let S ⊆ E be a subset of the edge set. For all 1 ≤ a ≤ #E

and b ∈N we denote by s(a,b) the number of sets S ∈
(E

a

)
such that ([n],S) has b components. For

convenience, we define s(0,n) = 1 and s(0,b) = 0 for all b 6= n, independent of the edge set E . Note
that since we only consider hypergraphs without loops, it holds that s(a,n)= 0 for all a ≥ 1.

Theorem 12. Let n be a positive integer and H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph without loops. Then for

all 0 ≤ i ≤n and every 0 ≤ m ≤ #E

fi (χH (k +1)) =

#E∑

a=0
(−1)a

n∑

b=0

s(a,b) ·

(
i∑

c=0
(−1)c

(
i

c

)
(i −c +2)b

)
,(9)

fi (χH (k +1)) ≤

m∑

a=0
(−1)a

n∑

b=0

s(a,b) ·

(
i∑

c=0
(−1)c

(
i

c

)
(i −c +2)b

)
, if m is even,(10)

fi (χH (k +1)) ≥

m∑

a=0
(−1)a

n∑

b=0
s(a,b) ·

(
i∑

c=0
(−1)c

(
i

c

)
(i −c +2)b

)
, if m is odd.(11)

Moreover, if l = min{#F : F ∈ E } and n − l +2 ≤ i ≤ n, then

fi (χH (k +1)) =
i∑

j=0
(−1) j

(
i

j

)
(i − j +2)n .

Proof. By simple inclusion-exclusion, we obtain for all 0 ≤ i ≤n and every 0 ≤m ≤ #E

fi (χH (k +1)) = fi (C n )+
#E∑

a=1
(−1)a

∑

S∈(E
a)

fi (
⋂

F∈S

PF ),

fi (χH (k +1)) ≤ fi (C n )+
m∑

a=1
(−1)a

∑

S∈(E
a)

fi (
⋂

F∈S

PF ), if m is even,

fi (χH (k +1)) ≥ fi (C n )+
m∑

a=1
(−1)a

∑

S∈(E
a)

fi (
⋂

F∈S

PF ), if m is odd.

By Remark 10 we note that
⋂

F∈S PF is a triangulation of some unit cube by the braid arrangement.
In particular fi (

⋂
F∈S PF ) depends only on the dimension of

⋂
F∈S PF , which allows us to gather

terms. Thus, using the definition of s(a,b) and Remark 10 the first three formulas follow. The last
identity follows from the fact that none of the complexes PF have faces of dimension n − l +2 or
higher and thus fi (χH (k +1)) = fi (C n ) for i ≥ n − l +2. �

As an application of the preceding theorem, we derive explicit upper and lower bounds for the
f -vector.
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Corollary 13. Let n be a positive integer and H = ([n],E ) by an r -uniform hypergraph with r ≥ 2.

Then for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n

i∑

c=0
(−1)c

(
i

c

)
(
(i −c +2)n

−#E · (i −c +2)n−r+1)
≤ fi (χH (k +1)) ≤

i∑

c=0
(−1)c

(
i

c

)
(i −c +2)n .

Proof. The first inequality follows from (11) in Theorem 12 for m = 1 using s(0,n) = 1 and s(0,b)= 0
for all other b and the fact that for r -uniform hypergraphs s(1,n − r + 1) = #E and s(1,b) = 0 for
b 6= n−r +1. The second inequality follows from (10) in Theorem 12 for m = 0 using s(0,n)= 1 and
s(0,b)= 0 for all other b. �

Note that the upper bound in the above corollary holds for arbitrary hypergraphs, not just uni-
form ones.

4.5. The h-vector of the coloring complex. In this subsection we show that in general the h-vector
of the coloring complex ∆ may have negative entries. Since the h-vector of a partitionable simpli-
cial complex is always non-negative (entry-wise) (see e.g., [20, Proposition 2.3]), this demonstrates
that coloring complexes are not partitionable in general. We proceed by constructing an example.

Example 14. Consider the hypergraph H on vertex set [6] with edges 123, 345 and 156. �H is a

4-dimensional complex, whence h4(L�H
(k)) = h(�H ). By inclusion-exclusion the Ehrhart function

L�H
is given by

L�H
(k) = LP123 (k)+LP345 (k)+LP156 (k)−LP12345 (k)−LP13456 (k)−LP12356 (k)+LP123456 (k).

Applying Proposition 9, we compute

h4(LP123 (k))= h4(LP345 (k))= h4(LP156 (k)) = (1,11,11,1,0,0)

h4(LP12345 (k)) =h4(LP13456 (k))= h4(LP12356 (k)) = (1,−1,−1,1,0,0)

h4(LP123456 (k)) = (1,−3,3,−1,0,0)

and so

h(�H ) =h4(L�H
(k))= (1,33,39,−1,0,0).

Now, �H is the double cone over the coloring complex ∆H . Removing the two cone points does not

affect the h-vector, except that the last two entries are removed [20, Exercise 7(a), p. 136]. Thus

h(∆H ) = (1,33,39,−1), which shows in particular that the coloring complex of H is not partitionable.

Computational evidence suggests that the above construction may produce r -uniform hypergraphs

with non-partitionable coloring complexes for all odd r ≥ 3.

We summarize the results of this subsection in the following proposition.

Proposition 15. There exist uniform hypergraphs H such that h(∆H ) has negative entries and ∆H is

not partitionable.

Note that Example 14 provides yet another proof of Proposition 7 since the entries of the h-
vector of a Cohen-Macaulay complex are all non-negative, see e.g., [12, Theorem 5.1.10]. Also, this
implies that coloring complexes of hypergraphs do not in general have a convex ear decomposi-
tion, see e.g., [14].
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5. THE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF THE COLORING COMPLEX

In the following, we will use the notations introduced in the second part of Section 2.1. The aim
of this section is to investigate the homotopy type of the coloring complex of an arbitrary hyper-
graph. Whereas, classical coloring complexes of graphs are known to be homotopy equivalent to
wedges of spheres of top dimension, it turns out that for hypergraph coloring complexes not that
much can be said. However, using the following special version of the Wedge Lemma from [26] we
can at least provide a method of how to compute the homotopy type of the coloring complex of a
graph.

Wedge Lemma 16. [15, Wedge Lemma 6.1] Let U be a covering of a regular CW-complex ∆ by closed

subcomplexes ∆1, . . . ,∆l . Let PU be the intersection poset of U . Assume that for all p ∈ PU there is a

point cp ∈Up such that for all q > p the inclusion map Uq ,→Up for q > p is homotopic to a constant

map which sends Uq to cp . Then ∆ is homotopy equivalent to the wedge
∨

p∈P

∆(P<p )∗Up ,

in which the wedge identifies the vertex p in ∆(P<p ) with the vertex p in ∆(P<1̂), where 1̂ is the top

element of P corresponding to the intersection
⋂l

i=1∆i .

We now explain how the above “Wedge Lemma” can be implied in our situation.
Given a hypergraph H = ([n],E ) we have seen in Section 3 that each edge F ∈ E gives rise to a

subcomplex QF of ∆H , which was referred to as edge sphere previously. Moreover, by construction,
it holds that ∆H =

⋃
F∈E QF , which means that the family U

H = (QF )F∈E is a covering of ∆H . To

simplify notation, let P H denote the intersection poset PU
H

of this covering. In order to better
understand the structure of P H we need to determine how the intersections

⋂
F∈S QF for S ⊆ E look

like. This is accomplished by the following lemma.

Lemma 17. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph and let S ⊆ E. Let H (1)
S

, . . . , H (m)
S

denote the connected

components of HS . Then
⋂

F∈S QF is homeomorphic to a dS-sphere, where dS = n−
∑m

i=1 n(i )
S +m−2.

Here, for 1 ≤ i ≤m we denote by n(i )
S

the number of vertices in H (i )
S

.

Proof. Let Q =
⋂

F∈S QF . In the following, we will characterize maximal faces of Q . Consider a
maximal face B = B1|B2| · · · |Br ∈Q . First note that vertices of HS , belonging to the same connected
component of HS , have to lie in the same block. Since B is a maximal face, this in particular means,
that for each connected component H (i )

S
of HS , there exists a block Bl of B containing exactly the

vertices of H (i )
S

. Again, by maximality of B , we know that the remaining blocks of B have to be

singletons. Altogether, we conclude that a facet of Q consists of m + (n −
∑m

i=1 n(i )
S

) blocks and

therefore Q has to be of dimension n −
∑m

i=1 n(i )
S +m−2 = dS . Moreover, by the same arguments as

in Example 4 (ii) and [22, Theorem 14] it follows that Q is simplicially isomorphic to the barycentric
subdivision of the boundary of an (n−

∑m
i=1 n(i )

F
+m−1)-simplex and as such homeomorphic to an

(n −
∑m

i=1 n(i )
F

+m −2)-sphere. �

As a direct consequence of the above lemma we get the following behavior of intersections of
pairs of edge spheres.

Remark 18. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph and let F , F ′ ∈ E be two edges of H. By Lemma 17

their edge spheres, QF and QF ′ , intersect in a sphere of dimension n − #F − #F ′ and of dimension

n − #(F ∪F ′)− 1, if F and F ′ are disjoint and share at least one common vertex, respectively. This
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means that in contrast to the situation for coloring complexes of ordinary graphs, the codimension of

these intersections can become arbitrarily large. In particular, QF ∩Q ′
F =; if and only if F ∪F ′ = [n]

and F ∩F ′ 6= ;.

Now, consider two subsets F1 and F2 of the edge set of H and let pF1 and pF2 ∈ P H be the corre-
sponding elements of the intersection poset P H . If pF1 < pF2 , then it directly follows from Lemma
17 that the inclusion map UpF2

,→UpF1
is just the inclusion of a dF2 -sphere into a dF1 -sphere and

as such this map is homotopic to a constant map. Finally, the application of the “Wedge Lemma”
yields the following proposition:

Proposition 19. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph. Then the hypergraph coloring complex ∆H is

homotopy equivalent to ∨

p∈P H

Sdp ∗∆(P H
<p ),

where dp is defined as in Lemma 17.

It is clear from Proposition 19 that the homotopy type of the coloring complex only depends on
the order complexes of the lower intervals P<p in the intersection lattice P h . The only thing we can
generally say about those intervals is that the closed intervals P≤p themselves are intersection lat-
tices of coloring complexes of subhypergraphs of H (having edges corresponding to the elements
in the intersection p).

5.1. Connectedness. In this section, we are dealing with connectedness of hypergraph coloring
complexes. Though coloring complexes of ordinary graphs are always connected, this property
breaks down if one considers hypergraphs. But it is still possible to give a unique characteriza-
tion of those hypergraphs which are connected. Moreover, we can construct hypergraphs whose
coloring complexes have arbitrarily many connected components.

In order to give a necessary and sufficient criterion for the hypergraph coloring complex to be
connected we need the following lemma which is a direct consequence of the discussion in Re-
mark 18.

Lemma 20. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph and let F,F ′ ∈ E be two edges. Then QF ∩QF ′ =; if and

only if F ∪F ′ = [n] and F ∩F ′ 6= ;.

Finally, we obtain the following characterization of hypergraphs having a connected coloring
complex.

Proposition 21. Let H = ([n],E ) be a hypergraph. Then the coloring complex ∆H is connected if and

only if for every pair of edges F , F ′ ∈ E there is a sequence of edges F = F1,F2, . . . ,Fr = F ′ such that

Fi ∪Fi+1 6= [n] or Fi ∩Fi+1 =; for 1 ≤ i ≤ r −1.

Proof. Given two edges F and F ′ and such a sequence between them, we have that QFi
∪QFi+1 is

connected by Lemma 20. So
⋃r

i=1 QFi
is connected. Thus, any two edge spheres are contained

in the same connected component of ∆H which implies that ∆H is connected. This proves one
direction.

Conversely, suppose ∆H is connected. Let F , F ′ ∈ E be any pair of edges. Since ∆H is connected,
there exists a sequence of edges F = F1,F2, . . . ,Fr = F ′ such that QFi

∩QFi+1 6= ; for 1 ≤ i ≤ r −1. By
Lemma 20 the latter condition is equivalent to Fi ∪Fi+1 = [n] or Fi ∩Fi+1 =; for 1 ≤ i ≤ r −1. This
completes the proof. �

We close this section with an example showing that hypergraph coloring complexes can have
arbitrarily many connected components.
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Example 22. Let m ≥ 2 be an integer and (a1, . . . , am) ∈ N
m be a vector of positive integers. We

assume that a1 ≥ a2 ≥ ·· · ≥ am . Let a := max(3, a1) and set

Ei := {[(m − i )a]∪ {(m − i +1)a +1, . . . ,ma −1,ma}∪ { j } : (m − i )a +1 ≤ j ≤ (m − i )a +ai }

for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let H be the hypergraph on vertex set [ma] whose edge set is E =E1∪·· ·∪Em . Consider

two edges F , F ′ ∈ Ei . Since a ≥ 3, it holds that F ∪F ′ 6= [n]. Hence, it follows from Lemma 20 that

QF ∩QF ′ 6= ;. In particular, QF and QF ′ lie in the same connected component of ∆H . On the other

hand, if F ∈ Ei and F ′ ∈ E j for i 6= j , then F ∪F ′ = [ma] and F ∩F ′ 6= ;. From Lemma 20 we infer that

QF ∩QF ′ =;. To summarize, we have shown that for any pair of edges F , F ′ ∈ E, their edge spheres

QF and QF ′ belong to the same connected component of ∆G if and only if there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ m such

that F , F ′ ∈ Ei . This means that the hypergraph coloring complex ∆H of H consists of m connected

components. Since #Ei = ai , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m there exists one component containing exactly ai

edge spheres.

5.2. Wedge of Spheres. We have seen that hypergraph coloring complexes do not have many of
the nice properties natural simplicial complexes often enjoy. One of the last properties that one
might hope hypergraph coloring complexes to have is that if they are connected, they have the
homotopy type of a wedge of spheres. Unfortunately, it turns out that, in general, even for uniform
hypergraphs this property fails.

In order to show this, we give a concrete example of a uniform hypergraph H , whose hyper-
graph coloring complex ∆H is connected but which itself is not homotopy equivalent to a wedge
of spheres. The underlying idea is to construct a torus out of edge spheres, as shown in Figure 1.
The edges these spheres correspond to are shown in Figure 2. For example, the sphere labled A in
Figure 1 corresponds to the edge 12347 as shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 1. The intuitive motivation for the construction of ∆H .

Example 23. More precisely, consider the hypergraph H = ([9],E ) with

E = {12347,12358,12369, 14567, 24568,34569,14789,25789,36789}.

It is easily seen that ∆H is connected. However, as we will show ∆H does not have the homotopy

type of a wedge of spheres. For this aim, we show that the cup product defined on the cohomology

groups of ∆H is non-trivial. First, using the mathematical software system Sage [21], we computed
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FIGURE 2. The edges of H arranged to match the illustration in Figure 1.

the reduced cohomology groups of ∆H over Z and obtained:

H̃ 0(∆H ;Z)= 0,

H̃ 1(∆H ;Z)=Z
2,

H̃ 2(∆H ;Z)=Z
28,

H̃ 3(∆H ;Z)=Z
9.

In the next step, we implemented the computation of the cup product in cohomology in Sage. Taking

two generators of H̃ 1(∆H ;Z) and computing their cup product, we obtained a cohomology cycle in

H̃ 3(∆H ;Z) that is not a coboundary and is thus not trivial in H̃ 3(∆H ;Z). In particular, this shows that

the cup product on the cohomology groups of ∆H is not trivial and, hence, that ∆H is not homotopy

equivalent to a wedge of spheres.

All edge spheres in this example are 3-dimensional. Any two edge spheres that are horizon-
tally or vertically adjacent, for example P12358 and P24568, intersect in a 1-dimensional sphere.
Any two edge spheres that are diagonally adjacent, for example P12347 and P24568, intersect in a
0-dimensional sphere. However, any three edge spheres meet all three columns or all three rows
in Figure 2 have an empty intersection. This already suggests that the coloring complex ∆H does
indeed have the structure suggested by Figure 1.

We can summarize the results of this section in the following proposition.

Proposition 24. There exist uniform hypergraphs whose hypergraph coloring complexes are not ho-

motopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres.
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